
























Your intrepid editor ventured down to his 1ocal club to
a lad who has won more regattas and awards than you can
tiller extension at and came away with the definitive

interview
poke a
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Glenn can you telI us what happened after the Kookaburra campaign
Nigel Abbott invj-ted me to crew for him in a Flying Dutchman
for the Olympic but I thought it was time to do something for
myself. I decided to get back into Lasers as I was about the
right size and t had abit of experience in them before. I
bought a new boat by the end of winterrfixed it up andwas
prepared to sail a full seison and see how I went.
Early on I found the going reasonably tough, the competion was
good, I had made the right move so I stuck with it.

So you wanted to improve your leveI of sailing in a competitive
c]-ass.
Yes. AIso I wanted to be my own boss and steer a boat which I
had not done for a long time.lt took awhile to get the feel
for steering back and the drive but eventually good results
came and that spurred me on to do more.

How far did you think you could go? Were you aiming at winning
the Nationals or more?

I guess I thought I coul-d win a nationals. In f act at the
beginning of the season I did not,exactly know how far I could
go. I did not expect too much.

In the early regattas I had a few seconds and thirds. Scotty
[E]-lisl was saili-ng very we1I. I then thought that I would aim
towards winning the State Championships. Scotty ended up beating
me by a point. I got a bit of the flavour of winning.I thought
I was very close. I actually had a few doubts as to whether I
could beat him because I had sailed a good regatta.

Any way I trained for the next month or so for the national
thinking that it may be atwo horse race and that if Ihad abit
more experience in the class and abit more fitness that Icould
probably give him a good run for his money.That ended up being
the case. I picked up atouch of speed and the fitness made me

comfortable inthe boat. Iguess I just had an edge on him from
then.

You improved your steering technigue from 1985-1987' you are
not making as much leeway as others by not being thrown around
by the waves as much.

Icontiously worked on my steering. Trying to cut down on the
t amount of tiller movement.fwas trying to u

keep the boat flowing all the time, keep aw
more body movement,

thm in the boat
but not by agressive helm work.

For some reason I have always been a high pointer. I use
to get to a stage where I was pointing too high and Iosing pace.
During the period that I trained fairly hard I got to the stage
where I could keep on the edge. It is a fai-rIy subtle line
between too high and too slow. Ikept the boat moving just about
as fast as everyone for alittle height advantage. A little height
advantage can get you out of a 1ot of trouble especially at a
start.

I always work on height,now if I have a problem i-t may
be that I lack a little speed. Now I work on pace.
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I have noticed that because you have a better VHG than others
upwind you are able to p1ay a lot safer.You do not go for corners
you do not have to go for big breaks.

It is a pretty simpte race plan. But put me in a class where my
speed is identical to others, then I would have to think about
making more from every shift. But in Lasers where I have good
speed f can be reasonably conservative. Obviously stilI trying
to sail as smart as I can but without pushing it to the limit,
because I think that you chances even when you are sailing well
are maybe 40-60 that it will come off.

Itly approach to sailing a Laser is very simple in alI regard
from rigging to tactics. I try to keep the basics in mind, they
are the the thj-ngs which make the difference between winning
and losing a regatta but not necessarj-1Iy each race.

Tndividuals can win a race on sheer brilliance on the day
by pushing to an extreme but rarely will they win a regatta with
that kind of sailing.

Do you change your race plan at a regatta
you do not have such a speed advantage?

like the Worlds where

No. Because there is a bigger group with good speed the people
who push to the Iimit have really bad races. I nstead of getting
say two 5ths they might get a lst or a 2nd and then have a 20th
or worse. It is very hard to battle back through 20 guys who
are quite fast. Whithout big shifts in the breeze or something
lucky happening that is where they stay for the day.

I actually pondered that thought. I wondered whether,
especially at Aahus being such a shifty place if my tactics may
be detrimental to my chances of winning another WorId Champj-on-
ship.

After the regatta I think it helped me sticking to a steady
game p1an. After four heats there were guys who were contenders
as far as boatspeed goes who had had one possibly two bad races.

I had not had brilliant races but but I did not have any
bad ones so my points were still fairly low.

You have good off wind speed, certainly on a national IeveI.
Is it the same overseas?

I would say if I have aweakness it is down wind overseas. When
I am completely honed up I am alittle slower than the Europeans.
Early in there season they had more pace because they were
pushing the rules pumping ang rocking.

It was hard to guage because I was not pushing the ru1es.
I the regattas just before the Wor1ds my speed was just OK.
And then in the Worlds I thought shit,I am fast all of a sudden
They were consciously stopping there normal behaviour.

What would you say is your off wind technigue?

Iwould say it is concentrating on catching every wave, keeping
the boat moving through the water.
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Off the breeze you seem to
to rock too much. Not much

I think
can get
that is

be smooth. The boat does not seem
extra energy exPended.

you can take smooth lines and maintain the flow or you
the same speed by aggressively attacking the boat but
a dangerous way to go under these ru1es.
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